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Welcome to issue eleven of  The Blue Notebook

We are officially five years old! 

The first issue of  The Blue Notebook was published in 

October 2006, and here we are now at issue 11. 

This issue was compiled a little earlier than usual, as 

by the time you read this in October, I should be in 

Australia working with the artist Tim Mosely on his 

Codex 8 Event. Paul Laidler and I are travelling from 

the Centre for Fine Print Research, to Australia for the 

Impact 7 Multi-disciplinary Printmaking Conference, 

hosted by Monash University in Melbourne. After that 

we join Tim Mosely and Melissa Harvey, at Queensland 

College of  Art in Brisbane, for a two-week artists’ 

residency to make a large-scale, collaborative pulp-

printed piece which will be turned into a set of  artists’ 

books. There will be lots of  book-related activity at 

Impact and beyond, so we have set up a blog to share our 

experiences over the month at: psgoaway.tumblr.com

Thinking of  our forthcoming trip and what possible 

adventures we might have with artists’ books and print, 

might have influenced the requests for contributions and 

the resulting theme of  this issue on books and travel. 

It is a little less serious than usual, perhaps a more light-

hearted ‘summer special’, where we have asked artists to 

share their own book-related travels to hopefully inspire 

some dreams, some journeys, or even books to be made. 

These trips have been made by artists who are very 

passionate about their work and are curious to find out 

how other artists make and think about books in other 

parts of  the world, from Eastern and Northern Europe, 

to Cuba, the USA, and South Korea.

Many thanks to our writers for this issue’s super selection 

of  essays and reviews on the theme: Katie Herzog’s 

cycling librarians holding their ‘unconference’ on wheels; 

Steven Daiber’s series of  collaborative adventures with 

artists in Cuba on the making of  Privacidad: Privacy; 

Simon Goode’s book arts pilgrimage to the USA 

(May to July 2011), as he went on a self-funded, fact-

finding mission, and his resulting call to action. 

Pauline Lamont-Fisher walked the route of  a found 

map through the streets of  London, to create a new 

bookwork. Hanne Matthiesen shares her experiences in 

Lithuania and South Korea with book related excursions 

in The Wonders of  Travelling With Book Art.  

On a more serious note for the reviews: Maja Wismer 

& Hinrich Sachs in Basel, have written a collaborative 

essay based on the multi-part exhibition Travelogue 

as Allegory. Artists’ books, publications and printed 

matter in the various forms of  travelogue, photo book, 

explorer’s account, sci-fi novel, all became the core of  

the constellation of  the exhibited material relating to the 

narrative of  travelling. Joan Stoltman reviews the jenny-

press’ At the Turn of  the Centuries: The Influence of  Early 20th 

Century Book Arts on Contemporary Artists’ Books (2010; New 

Haven, Connecticut). The work, the fourth in the jenny-

press’ Book Arts Essays Series includes an introduction 

by Jae Jennifer Rossman, as well as three essays adapted 

from conference presentations given at Yale University 

on April 13, 2007 by Dr. Stephen Bury (Frick Collection, 

New York), Marcia Reed (Getty Research Institute, 

Los Angeles), and artist Angela Lorenz (Massachusetts/ 

Italy). 

Many thanks to the artists who accepted Tom Sowden’s 

invitation to produce artwork for this issue: Hazel 

Grainger, Jon McNaught, Heidi Neilson and Michalis 

Pichler. And very special thanks to Hazel Grainger, for 

the lovely train travel (delayed and frustrated) designs 

cover, badge and stickers. 

Thank you to our referees, Dr Anne Béchard-Léauté 

(France) Maria Fusco (UK) Susan Johanknecht (UK), 

Jeff  Rathermel (USA), Dr Paulo Silveira (Brazil) and 

Ulrike Stoltz (Germany) for their continual duties.

Vol 6 No2 comes out in April 2012.

We welcome your ideas for articles for future issues - 

submission guidelines can be found on our website at: 

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm 

The address for the online colour version of  this issue is: 

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/blue_notebook/1010/9391/tbn11.pdf

And finally, many thanks to you, all our readers and 

contributors for your wonderful support for The Blue 

Notebook through sending ideas for essays, articles, reviews 

and artworks, and of  course subscribing over the last five 

years. We really couldn’t do it without you, and we look 

forward to the next five years to come!

Sarah Bodman
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Cycling for Libraries

Katie Herzog

Cycling for Libraries, the world’s first international library 

“unconference” on wheels, involved eighty librarians 

from fifteen countries cycling from Copenhagen to 

Berlin from May 28, 2011 – June 5, 2011. Organised 

by a visionary group of  Finnish Librarians interested 

in combining global forces to formulate a future for 

libraries, the event also functioned as a vocational public 

relations makeover, with the motto “Shifting Traditions: 

Librarians on The Move.” We met mayors and livestock, 

wiped out small towns of  ice cream supplies, took refuge 

from storms under rainbows, swam in the Baltic Sea, 

and danced in a circus tent at Tempelhof  Airport. 

The knowledge (worker) quest was powered by 

cloudberry juice and an insatiable dedication to library 

advocacy. Cyclists ranged in aptitude (our first day was 

the longest ride I had ever done), and the professional 

experience of  participants ranged from public libraries 

to software development to academia. “Librarians 

and library lovers” were invited to apply, and through 

countless networks of  information professionals, word 

travelled fast. 

The “unconference” was the wacky, welcomed 

brainchild of  Jukka Pennanen, a Finnish Librarian with 

a unique ability to think outside the box. The structure 

of  the conference was designed around an organic 

epistemic model, resulting in a unique think tank on 

wheels: an activist steam engine moving through an 

intellectual and physical library landscape daily from 

dawn until midnight. The “Shifting Traditions” motto 

not only reflected the changing state of  information 

technology, publishing, architecture, and the image of  

librarianship portrayed in the media, it reflected a shift 

in the methodology in which librarians are defining the 

production of  knowledge within the field. Incorporating 

cycling into the independent event paralleled our work 

supporting freedom and democracy within information 

economies. Bicycles represent autonomy in the face of  

oil dependency, and are a free, fun, and healthy way 

to interact with the world.  Cycling is on a par with 

the humanist, democratic role libraries play in society. 

The media coverage of  the event represents librarians 

in motion, as an active unified body with agency. As a 

group struggling against a history of  misrepresentation 

in media and film, librarians are shaking stereotypes and 

portraying libraries as powerful forces in communities. 

On the ride, information exchange and brainstorming 

sessions took place in motion, in groups of  two and 

three, in outdoor amphitheatres with city officials and 

representatives from local libraries, and via remote 

meetings and performances. We discussed participatory 

librarianship and art as a means of  knowledge 

production with Buffy Hamilton via Skype in Canton, 

Georgia. On our day dedicated to the theme “out of  

hushing and silence,” we sang a song at the tail end of  

a twelve-hour performance series at the Actual Size 

Gallery in Los Angeles, California. R David Lankes 

addressed the future of  librarianship through a video 

keynote from Syracuse University, and Olaf  Eigenbrodt 

gave a fascinating presentation on library architecture in 

the digital age. Other library topics discussed at length 

over the course of  ten days included immigrant services 

and multiculturalism within the profession, innovations 

in rural librarianship, digital archives and Creative 

Commons, and cross platform sharing and open access. 

There were many types of  libraries along the way that 

offered us food, shelter, tours, and dialogue: rural, city, 

academic, public, prison, mobile, even a Stasi Archive 

in Rostock, Germany, among others. The following is 

a short list of  aesthetic memories to give a tip of  the 

iceberg impression of  the range of  places and ideas: 

The Black Diamond (Royal Danish Library): an 

architectural icon resembling the communication device 

between Evie and her alien father, Troy, on the American 

sitcom “Out of  This World.” The Royal Danish Library, 

designed by Danish architects schmidt hammer lassen, 

offers a unique spatial experience with views and 

ramps and pockets of  programmatic information that 

reveal themselves through exploration like a benevolent 

Piranesi. Per Kirkeby’s fresco graces the high ceiling, 

and the cafe serves great pastries. The attention to sound 

and simultaneous public and private space makes this 

building sing as an individual and a choir, in the heart 

of  Copenhagen, the cycling capital. This library was our 

departure point. This is where our feet left the ground.   

Greve Library: Considered a pioneer that has gained 

national acclaim for their strategic approach to minority 

service provision, the Greve Library also receives the 

most magical library remodel award in my book. From 

the fun house mirrors to the children’s lounge mirroring 

Dan Flavin’s childhood imagination, the Greve Library 

is a full force wonder. Illuminated erudite quotes on 

lanterns hover like fireflies delivering messages from 

select video games. Video game equipment rules the west 

wing, reflecting progressive knowledge politics, a design 

mind for teens, and a community research campaign 

in schools. The collection was re-oriented to fit around 

creative design principles.

Tune Library: Best chicken quilt award (see following 

image). Beautiful modern brick refuge, elemental 

and warm, wooden rocking horse alongside wooden 

bookcases and toys painted in bright colours. 
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The Bookmobile in the woods

Border crossing
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In the midst of  the haven lies traces of  a rock and 

roll librarian, whose “Rocknoder” doubled as a mind 

blowing station.  Tune library indeed. 

Præstø Library: “Open” Library. Lakeside, full of  

light. Bookcases lowered to access views. Open to the 

public 7am – 11pm, staffed 3-4 hours per day. Governed 

by surveillance. Automatic check in & check out, director 

encourages merging of  social security number with 

library card number, citizen services being integrated 

into library services. The controversial lack of  staffing 

is a result of  severe budget cuts, and surveillance 

cameras and do it yourself  check out machines are 

this community’s solution to keeping the library open. 

This model, along with volunteer run libraries, will be 

proliferated as long as funding continues to decline, 

and poses a direct threat to the professionalisation of  

librarianship. 

Stubbekøbing Library: The costume rack on the 

children’s stage included a black leather jacket and a 

giant lemon slice. The bright yellow steel shelving system 

generated a clean warmth that brought out highlights in 

the wooden interior (below). 

More firefly lanterns, views of  the harbour, taxidermy 

owls, and a mural consisting of  characters from disparate 

children’s literature and cartoons all playing together in 

a wooded Dutch psychedelic planet free of  adults. 

Each place varies tremendously according to the 

community’s needs, the creativity and ingenuity of  the 

staff, and the amount of  funding received from local and 

national sources. Each library was full of  patrons, and 

served a significant percent of  the town’s population, 

from new moms to retirees, children, adults, immigrants, 

teens…all types of  folks. Demand is increasing as 

funding is decreasing and grassroots movements are 

popping up around the world in response.  

I was in attendance representing the Molesworth 

Institute and the Whittier Public Library. To fund 

the excursion I applied for a spot on kickstarter.com, 

a New York based online crowdfunding platform 

founded in 2009. Strictly accepting projects “with a 

creative purpose,” the list of  possible categories include 

Art, Comics, Dance, Design, Fashion, Film, Food, 

Games, Music, Photography, Publishing, Technology, 

and Theater. No causes allowed. My decision to work 

through kickstarter was a deliberate challenge to the 

company’s restrictive, object based definition of  what 

art is via a systematic exclusion of  social practice, 

and an investigation of  categorization in a fully cross-

disciplinary approach.  I decided to try for the “art” 

category and selected the sub category “conceptual 

art.” The Molesworth Institute, supporting absurdism in 

librarianship and defined by a staunch ability to remain 

undefined, served as a conceptual cohort and an ongoing 

source of  inspiration. 

I hand painted a bike jersey for each day of  the ride 

with quotes from the book “Archives of  Library 

Research from the Molesworth Institute,” including 

Metal Gear Solid light
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“We find the library world, like the real world, 

impossible to understand on a rational basis,” 

“Free from Information,” and “Our view can best 

be characterised as disjunctive librarianship.” 

The jerseys will be included in an upcoming solo 

exhibition at the Palo Alto Research Center in January. 

I get a kick out of  the fact that the act of  hanging a 

bunch of  sweaty jerseys in one of  the world’s most 

historic developers of  information technology, was the 

kickstarter kicker that pushed my “creative project” into 

the realm of  art and won the project a spot on their site. 

In conclusion, Cycling for Libraries was an absolute success, 

and I wholeheartedly support addressing literacy and 

library advocacy through creative action. The future 

of  libraries will rely on boundless creativity, and each 

citizen can shape these knowledge institutions around 

their needs and voice. 

Reconfigure libraries, linguistics, informatics, and 

activism, as a self-appointed artist in residence. Lead a 

public campaign for a new local library classification 

system, curate a circulating shelf  with local band demos, 

invite an animal assisted literacy programme, make your 

own dictionary, or organise a new advocacy adventure. 

You are the civic imaginary. 

Yours in disjunctive librarianship,

Katie Herzog

www.cyclingforlibraries.org

Katie Herzog is a Los Angeles based artist and librarian 

writing from Basel, Switzerland, where she is currently 

participating in an artistic residency in experimental 

lexicography at Bblackboxx.

Molesworth Institute jacket
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Privacidad, 2011

Privacidad (detail), 2011
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En Cuba: Siempre hay algo - !Siempre! 

(In Cuba: there is always something - Always!)

Steven Daiber

Red Trillium Press/ Aqui en la Lucha is the work of  Steven 

Daiber based in Massachusetts. Daiber has worked with books for 

more than twenty years. He has been to Cuba regularly since 2001 

and has facilitated dialogue between Cuban and foreign artists. 

His books create real, metaphorical objects: palaces of  the memory 

in which each element underscores a meaning. The collaborations 

with Cuban artists tell their stories of  the lived reality of  Cuba in 

the 21st century.

Privacidad: Privacy is the second in a series of  three books 

based on themes Cuban artists feel describe their social 

and political relationships. These ideas developed during 

a number of  meetings and conversations in 2007 with 

the artists. The first book Poder: Power was created in 

the spring of  2011; second book Privacidad: Privacy was 

created in April 2011 and the third book Esperando: 

Waiting will be fabricated in 2012. 

Making a book is always fraught with last minute 

emergencies, but in Cuba the labour pains are 

excruciating and give us the resolve to see the project 

through to completion. The fabrication of  Privacidad is a 

story in itself, from fumigating rides in Peso taxis to 

a citywide search for transparent tape. I have included 

my journal notes and posts to my website to give a 

flavour of  the adventure…

Wednesday, March 23, 2011

We had our first meeting today to discuss the success of  

Poder and the making of  Privacidad.

We have added two new artists to the group, Adislan 

Reyes and Eduardo Guerra. We focused on the theme, 

structure, size, and the binding of  the book, as well as the 

very, very short timetable (five weeks).

Monday, April 4 

We had a meeting scheduled for today, but only six artists 

came so we agreed to hold the meeting again on Friday.

Friday, April 8

Of  the eighteen artists in the project, there were ten at 

the meeting. Two of  the artists were with family in the 

hospital; one had another engagement, and the others? 

No idea. But everyone confirmed they are committed 

to the idea and not to worry. Another reminded me of  

cultural differences - a lesson in waiting.

Monday, April 11

The text for Privacidad is with the designer, and we plan 

to meet this weekend to approve it. I will then take it to 

one of  the silkscreen shops for printing. Where? I am 

not sure yet. Depends… We’re scheduled to make the 

book starting Weds. April 20. Creating a sewn structure 

for the first time with fifteen artists will certainly be an 

adventure. Three of  the artists have had to drop out due 

to other commitments.

Sunday, April 17

I picked up the text Monday, April 18. It was the usual 

story of  travelling around Havana for two days collecting 

everything. The designer does not have a printer so he 

had to print the book at work with the transparent paper 

Ibrahim gave me - I had no idea that transparent film or 

paper was unavailable in the print shop. There is a small 

wrinkle in one page of  text we will have to live with, but 

hopefully it will not affect the look of  the text when it is 

made on the screen tomorrow. No one in any of  these 

places has the scotch tape I need to join the pages of  the 

text together. You know, of  course, that tape is something 

you can’t buy here. Luckily, Migalis has a roll that I left 

from an earlier trip, and I attach the printed text pages 

together with ease.

Tuesday, April 19

Driving around the city today was an adventure. First, 

I went to Nelson Dominguez’s Taller, then back to Casa 

de las Americas to reprint the one page of  text with 

the wrinkle, and then returned to Nelson’s - all in peso 

taxis. Nelson’s Taller is across the harbour in Ville Pan 

American, and one gets the taxi on a small cross street 

Privacidad (detail), 2011
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opening at 4 pm. that included Eduardo’s images - a plan 

involving a series of  peso taxies from San Alejandro to 

Ville Pan American and Wifredo Lam, all in 2.5 hours. 

Which, no Cuban in their right mind would have done; 

too many possibilities for error (and yes, I was warned). 

I was in luck at the taller when I found out Lian could 

give Ibrahim and myself  a ride back across the harbour. 

Soon we were at Lian’s 5-year-old VW with her key 

stuck in the door lock. She unlocked the door, but the 

car would not give back the key. After the taller staff  

fiddled with the key for 30 minutes, Ibrahim and I left 

while Lian called a mechanic, and we took a reliable 50’s 

American car back across the harbour. Eleven people in 

the taxi, knees on our chins, spine crushing jolts and a 

delicious perfume of  oily exhaust got me within walking 

distance of  the exhibition at 5 pm.

Thursday April 21

It was a busy day at San Alejandro cutting and folding 

prints. Hanoi and Adislan have made the most amazing 

cover images. Hanoi’s image is on the outside and 

Adislan’s very private image contained by the binding is 

on the inside. 

The binding is a variation on the long stitch, and we 

spent the afternoon sewing models in preparation for 

sewing on Monday.

It was only then that I was made aware of  a problem 

with the composition of  the colophon page. It was 

printed out of  register with the crop marks visible on a 

page of  text. A flurry of  phone calls commenced. With 

luck I can take it to another printer tomorrow (Nelson’s 

taller does not have any emulsion and is not able to make 

the screen), make a new screen on Friday and print on 

Monday. The good news is Isolina will be able to be at 

San Alejandro tomorrow with her prints.

I went over to the graphic designer’s house at 10 pm. 

to figure out what happened with the text page for the 

colophon. We decided that when it was printed from the 

computer, the file was reduced in size to fit the page, even 

though it was sized properly. Friday morning I will go to 

Portocarreo, and with luck the file will print properly. 

Last year we had two weeks to assemble Poder. This year 

we are making Privacidad in a week. I have asked one 

artist to remind me every hour - tranquilo - paciencia.

Friday April 23

This morning I took a peso taxi to the print shop and 

was able to get the text printed on transparent paper. 

The first printing was not strong enough, but the director 

gave us a new printer cartridge with more ink and we 

were able to get a good digital print. They promise the 

screen will be done by Monday.

near the Fountain of  the Indian south of  the Capitolio. 

Everything fell into place, and we got the text printed 

for Privacidad. 

Wednesday, April 20 

What a day! We started working on Privacidad. The 

first news was that Isolina’s father died yesterday, and 

Osmeivy’s grandparent died earlier this week. 

We cut paper and folded the images, while Hanoi printed 

the cover image for the book.

At 2.30 I left the artists at San Alejandro and hoped to 

arrive at Nelson’s Taller by 3.30 to pick up the text pages; 

I then planed to go to Wifredo Lam for an exhibition 

Jesús Reyes Romeu (Chucho) printing - above. 

He works with the simplest handmade tools (below) – 

a pipe for the handle and a blade made from scrap steel. 

They remind me of  a prison shank.
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graciously rearranged his day to accommodate this last 

minute correction. Four hours later, I was going across la 

Habana to meet with the artists in San Alejandro.

We started working at 2 pm. to prepare the book for 

sewing. All the prints were inspected and collated into 

an edition of  25 with 5 binders’ copies. The making of  

the cover was complicated - 7 folds. It took Hanoi and 

Adislen most of  the afternoon to score, fold and cut the 

sewing stations on the spine.

It is spring vacation week at San Alejandro and only a 

skeleton staff  is available. I arrived at noon to find none 

of  the artists at the school. I was told that three artists 

had come at 10 am, but the director of  the print shop 

was not there to let them in and they left. Knowing that 

I was not going to be there until 12 pm, the director had 

decided he would come in later. 

By 2 pm there were only three of  us there to work on 

the book. Two artists had told me Thursday they were 

unable to come on Friday; three came in the morning 

and left. The others? Just as well, with a quiet afternoon 

we were able to finish cutting all the pages and prepare 

the book for sewing on Monday.

Eduardo arrived Friday afternoon to get some supplies 

and his prints for the book only to find out that the key 

to classroom door would not work; the lock was broken. 

Because it was vacation, no one was there to help get the 

door open. He went outside and climbed onto a shed 

roof. Entering the classroom through an open window, 

he retrieved his prints and the supplies we needed. 

Because of  the broken lock, he had to climb back 

out the window with his prints and supplies in hand. 

En Cuba: Siempre hay algo- !Siempre!

Monday April 25 

Monday morning I went to the Taller Portocarro 

to reprint the colophon page. Carlos Delgado had 

Carlos Delgado saved us from a typographical disaster by 

re-printing our page at the last minute.

Eduardo Hernandez and Anyelmaidelín Calzadilla collating 

the book.

Preparing to cut the prints by size.

Hanoi Perez on left preparing the cover for scoring.

Orlando Guerra, Juan Felix and Lamothe.
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Luck was with us in the form of  a torrential downpour 

late in the afternoon that held us captive. I even 

contemplated spending the night at San Alejandro. 

One and half  hours later, however, the storm had lifted, 

and we had got everything done so the sewing could 

commence on Tuesday. We left by 7 pm. after agreeing 

to meet at 10 am on Tuesday.

Tuesday, April 26

I arrived at the San Alejandro at 10 am, only to find 

out that school was closed for entrance exams, which 

explained the large group of  young students waiting 

outside an empty school.

Of  course, everyone involved with Privacidad has a dozen 

other commitments and has had to fit this book into 

schedules that involve teaching, family and even a three-

hour, round-trip commute by bus. Taped to the door of  

the silkscreen classroom was a note and an envelope of  

keys that would allow me access. We had left the tables 

and classroom a mess Monday night, so I quickly got 

to work.

For two hours, I had the gift of  a quiet space to prepare 

for the binding of  Privacidad. Lamothe, Janette and 

Norberto were the first to arrive. I started sewing the 

first book while they watched. By 2 pm. the space had 

reverted from the luxury of  a quiet bindery into a typical 

Cuban environment - laughter and ten different artists 

talking over a mix of  Lady Gaga and AC/DC in the 

background.

Last week I had presented the long stitch binding to 

everyone for the first time, and we practiced sewing the 

binding on models made from craft paper and newsprint. 

Today we need to create the edition of  books.

Randy Moreno, a recent graduate of  San Alejandro 

showed up to help. He had never seen this binding before 

(let alone any another binding), and I demonstrated the 

process using the book I was sewing. He was the only 

one to use the sewing frame, and in just two hours he 

had three, tightly bound books.

When binding Privacidad we used two metres of  thread 

to minimise the number of  knots in the book. Keeping 

all this thread organised added to the complexity of  the 

sewing. A couple of  artists had to cut their thread and 

start again, a normal part of  the process when learning 

a new binding. 

Working side-by-side Anyel and Adislen provided 

everyone with a humorous moment when they created 

a unique collaboration. Busy talking and sewing they 

managed to exchange needles thus succeeding in sewing 

their books together.

Everyone sewed like practiced binders, and by 7 pm we 

had completed twenty of  the thirty books in the edition. 

Twenty books in seven hours! The remaining ten books 

are to be bound later by me.

Randy Moreno, helping with the binding.

Orlando Montalbán sewing.
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Wednesday, April 27

The last day of  fabrication.

By noon we were all back at the bindery. Leaving the 

books overnight was hard for everyone, but we needed 

to take photos and have a final meeting to discuss the 

logistics of  creating a new edition. Then we worked on 

the schedule and design for the third book - Esperando. 

It will be soft, linier, and constructed after the 2012 

biennial.

While we packed the books, I showed everyone how to 

make raised cord & link stitch bindings using the sewing 

frames I had fabricated, as well as a couple of  fold books 

including the basic 3 and 5 hole pamphlet sewings.

Then in celebration, we had rum and cake, an odd 

combination, but it was my birthday.

Thursday and Friday were days of  meetings and trips to 

Havana to donate Privacidad to Museo de Bellas Artes, 

Wifredo Lam Contemporary Art Center, Casa de las 

Americas, San Alejandro Academy of  Art and UNEAC 

(Union of  Artists and Writers).

I am humbled by this project and can only offer 

the deepest of  thanks to all the artists involved with 

Privacidad. This project would have not been possible 

without the support of  San Alejandro Academy of  Arts 

and its offer of  a classroom to assemble the book. Carlos 

Delgado saved the day when he generously reprinted 

the colophon text. A student of  San Alejandro, Anett 

Carrño Garcia gave us a day cutting hundreds of  sheets 

of  paper by hand. Randy Moreno, a recent graduate 

of  San Alejandro, helped with the fabrication of  Poder 

and returned to help with Privacidad. Yudania Monés 

provided a poetic translation of  Norberto Marrero’s text. 

Juan Felix, my first Spanish professor and mentor, kept 

all of  us in line and informed about scheduling changes. 

Atlantic Paper and Talas in the States provided paper 

and the tools needed to make the book. Thank you to my 

supporters in the States whose assistance and donations 

allowed the project to flourish. Lastly, my deepest 

gratitude goes to my family, Jackie and Lilly who kept 

the house warm while I was away and whose love and 

support allows for these adventures.

Steven Daiber, May 17, 2011

Privacidad. Red Trillium Press/Aqui en la lucha 2011. 

5 x 7 x 1.25. Edition of  25 with 5 proof  copies, 14 artist 

copies. Lithography, silkscreen, linoleum, etching on 

paper. Essay by Norberto Marrero Pírez.

Steven Daiber in collaboration with 14 Cuban 

printmakers: Adislen Reyes Pino, Aliosky García Sosa, 

Anyelmaidelín Calzadilla Fernández, Eduardo Guerra 

Hernández, Eduardo Hernández Santos, Hanoi Pérez 

Cordero, Isolina Limonta Rodríguez, Janette Brossard 

Duharte, Jesús Reyes Romeu (Chucho), Luis Lamothe 

Duribe, Norberto Marrero Pírez, Orlando Montalbán 

Soler, Yamilys Brito Jorge. 

Privacidad is the second in a series of  three books in 

which Cuban artists frankly explore their social and 

political relationships - ideas developed during 

numerous meetings and conversations with the 

artists beginning in 2007. 

http://redtrilliumpress.com

Anyelmaidelín Calzadilla and Adislen Reyes having way too 

much fun after exchanging needles and thread and sewing 

their books together.

Group photo, left to right 1st row: Aliosky García Sosa, Jesús 

Reyes Romeu (Chucho), Adislen Reyes Pino, Anyelmaidelín 

Calzadilla Fernández,  Janette Brossard Duharte, Eduardo 

Guerra Hernández

2nd row: Steven C. Daiber, Hanoi Pérez Cordero, Orlando 

Montalbán Soler, Eduardo Hernández Santos, Norberto 

Marrero Pírez, Luis Lamothe Duribe.

Missing are Yamilys Brito Jorge and Isolina Limonta 

Rodríguez
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The pamphlet: First Report of  Proceedings of  the Joint Standing Committee on Safety in the use of  Power Presses.  

The found map.
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Walking a found map

Pauline Lamont-Fisher

My artistic practice is informed by walking: walking for 

inspiration, walking for reflection, walking as process 

and walking as art. I have walked in snow, rain and sun. 

I have walked in daylight, in the dark and in fog. I have 

walked streets, followed way marked footpaths, used 

maps and walked without maps, following a whim and 

sometimes getting lost. 

When I walk in the countryside, I feel a connection with 

the earth and those that have walked before me. Walking 

in the city is a different experience, sometimes the 

present obscures the past.  

 

I spent much of  the last year walking in London. 

I could perhaps claim to have walked all over London. 

I realised that the time it takes to travel by the 

underground bears little or no relationship to the time it 

takes to walk.  Walking changed my perception of  size 

and distance in London and the relationship between 

places. I suppose it was like joining the dots. 

I found a map in the back of  an old pamphlet. 

The pamphlet was entitled First Report of  Proceedings of  

the Joint Standing Committee on Safety in the use of  Power Presses.  

It had been in the library at Camberwell for some 50 

years and may not have been read for most of  that time.  

It was published by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office and 

the map detailed how to get to the Industrial Health and 

Safety Centre in Horseferry Road. It identified bus stops 

and the numbers of  the buses that stopped at them, as 

well as the St James Park underground station and the 

principal roads. I immediately decided to walk it.  

It was such a small map (see opposite) my initial thought 

was that it would not take very long at all to walk it 

but of  course when I came to try to work out a route 

that would take in all the streets without doubling up 

the walking I realised it was a lot bigger than that first 

impression. I spent a long time trying to work out a route 

through the streets that would work. There were streets 

that were not on the map as it had been simplified, and 

I had to consider whether to ignore them or walk them. 

In the event I decided to walk all the streets so that I 

would explore the complete area.

When studying the route I realised that the most 

convenient place to start and finish was Tate Britain. 

I started from the members’ room and I finished there, 

having a cup of  tea whilst writing my immediate 

response to the walk. Francis Alÿs, in Seven Walks 

London for Artangel, made the observation that there 

are more security cameras in London than anywhere else 

in the world and that was something I became conscious 

of  as the walk progressed. I was also thinking about the 

shape of  the walk and how to portray it as a book.

Leaving the Tate I turned right onto Millbank, which 

was called Grosvenor Road on the map. This was the 

first change I encountered. I turned right into Vauxhall 

Bridge Road walking towards Victoria. There were not 

many people about at all despite it being a beautiful 

warm sunny day and I could hear birds singing as I 

passed Bessborough Gardens. I had decided to take 

photographs of  the streets I walked in, the bus stops I 

passed and the street signage. I was taking photographs 

of  things that interested me or caught my attention just 

in case I might want to use them. I recorded the walk 

on my mobile phone. This gives a useful record of  the 

sounds of  the walk and in fact I can recall a visual image 

of  the walk when I replay it. It does not give a record of  

the conversations I passed but instead the voices sound 

like tuning a radio. I recorded things I wanted to note as 

I went along. The pamphlet was accompanying me in a 

bag I had been given which fitted it perfectly. 

Tate Britain
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Security became significant and noticeable, not 

surprising as I was walking past government offices. 

When I got to Petty France, which was not named on 

the map, I had an encounter with a man. He came up 

and asked if  he could help me just as I was about to take 

a photograph of  the street sign. I said ‘excuse me’ as I 

had not registered what he had said and he asked again 

if  he could help me. I said ‘no thank you’ and he said 

I looked lost. I said I was not lost and he repeated that I 

looked lost. I said again that I was not lost and he turned 

and walked away saying rather pointedly ‘well you look 

lost to me’.  

By the Houses of  Parliament there were crowds of  

people. I saw several MPs and members of  the House 

of  Lords as well as tourists all intermingling and 

walking.  I stopped to discuss the huge security barriers 

with a guard and he allowed me to take a photograph 

and talked about security quite openly. Further along I 

stopped to take a photograph of  a security camera that 

looked like a light. There I was challenged by a security 

person, I believe a policeman, who wanted to know why 

I was taking photographs of  MI5. 

We entered a dialogue in which my opening line was 

‘I am so sorry, I am just an artist’ which I find very 

effective. My motivation was to avoid getting my camera 

confiscated and to get on with my walk. In the end he 

let me go with the comment ‘I am going to let you go 

because I think you are innocent’. I was able to reflect 

on the circumstances in which taking a photograph 

of  a building might not be innocent and what possible 

harm it could be in these days of  Google Maps 

with street views. 

The atmosphere changed significantly as I moved from 

one street to the next. There were areas which were 

full of  people, areas where there were no people and 

areas where one or two people were walking. In a quiet 

moment I realised how I could make the shape of  the 

walk into a book using the concertina form. I have a 

recording of  this moment and I can hear the excitement 

in my voice as I recorded what I planned to do. 

I also recorded snippets of  overheard conversation as 

I walked and some of  these are included in the books. 

Perhaps the photographs could have been taken in the 

fifties and the road signs and bus stops were the same but 

the words I overheard were 21st Century; ‘and I can’t get 

into any of  it and I’m like oh my god and I’m standing in 

front of  a full-length mirror and I’m like oh my god’. 

Security camera at MI5

The shape of  the walk.

Closed book and envelope.
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Pauline Lamont-Fisher is an artist who makes artists’ 

books. She studied Fine Art at Hereford College of  

Arts, Books Arts and Crafts at the London College of  

Communication and MA Book Arts at Camberwell 

College of  Arts. 

She has exhibited work in a number of  exhibitions 

and her work is represented in both public and 

private collections. 
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A creative solution. Second hand cloth market in Siluva, Lithuania

Motormännens Väjatlas. Map studies - a favorite discipline of  mine. Here somewhere in Sweden 
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The Wonders of Travelling With Book Art

Hanne Matthiesen

“Travel is more than the seeing of  sights; it is a change 

that goes on, deep and permanent, in the ideas of  

living.” – Miriam Beard

I’ve always loved traveling. Luckily my work as an artist 

has given me plenty of  opportunities to do so. Over 

the years I have been involved with so many projects 

and people in the art and book arts world all over the 

globe. Sometimes I’ve participated only from a distance, 

shipping my work by mail or sending it digitally. The 

Internet is a great tool when you’re involved in long-

distance projects - but it can never replace the REAL

THING; being there yourself…

TRAVELLING in REAL LIFE runs like a virus in my 

veins. I think I got infected from a very early age. My dad 

was a schoolteacher and so our family was blessed with 

very long summer holidays. I’ll always remember our 

old station-car in the schoolyard on the last day of  the 

semester, filled to the brim with our family tent, various 

camping equipment, cereal boxes, air mattresses - and 

in the early years - a pram on the roof, ready to go. The 

car became a magic vehicle with mum, dad and us three 

kids on board, heading south. Whether we were going to 

Italy, Yugoslavia or just going camping somewhere along 

the Rhine, I don’t remember clearly any more. Several 

summers have blended together in my memory so it is 

hard to recall. And it’s the very flux, that feeling of  being 

on the road, more than actually arriving at a specific 

destination that I still have in mind.

Many artists know this urge to travel towards new 

inspiration and unknown horizons very well. One of  the 

good things about being an artist is that you ALWAYS 

have places you want to visit (projects, exhibitions, 

workshops for research and inspiration). Obviously your 

finances can be limiting, my economic capacity rarely 

matches the actual wanderlust. In some very fortunate 

cases your expenses can be more or less covered by 

grants and scholarships - or you might be able to set up 

workshops etc. along the way so you get some income 

from lectures or teaching. In most cases, however, you 

have to cover a significant part of  the costs yourself  if  

you want to go anywhere. But if  you are determined, 

that won’t stop you.

With art as your interest and focus point it is usually 

possible to travel on a small budget. Obviously colleagues 

and partners will stretch themselves to their limits to 

provide you with accommodation and meals, and to help 

you organise workshops, studio visits, cultural excursions, 

etc. in a manner and at a level that can be affordable. 

This code amongst artists works universally, so in other 

situations you can return the favour and play the part of  

the helpful host. As your network expands, you realise 

it is like having a sort of  family scattered over the globe 

- while people living right next to you may appeal to 

you less and less. That’s one of  the reasons why it’s so 

wonderful having a global ART family. Some of  these 

family members you might see regularly, whilst with 

others it can be years between your meetings. No matter 

how often you see them, you come across their work now 

and then, and when you do it’s like hearing news from 

an old friend. It’s pretty funny. I’ve been to exhibitions 

several times and suddenly discovered, hey, this looks 

like something I know! And then it turns out to be a new 

bookwork by an artist I know. Wonderful!

As a book artist, my most momentous journey to 

date was without doubt my first trip to the triennial 

for artists’ books in Lithuania, The 3rd International 

Artists’ Book Triennial Vilnius 2003. It was the first 

time I had submitted my artists’ books works for a juried 

exhibition – and happily all of  them got accepted. 

Interesting, considering how at this point I hardly knew 

what an artist’s book was. Once my work was accepted, 

an invitation followed to the opening of  the exhibition. 

Without a thought, a friend and I impulsively purchased 

some cheap flights and enrolled ourselves in the full art 

event programme complete with lectures, studio visits 

and sightseeing. Before leaving Denmark, an elderly 

teacher at our Art Academy tried to dampen our wild 

enthusiasm, declaring that we shouldn’t rejoice too soon, 

or set our expectations for the artistic standards of  the 

exhibition too high. We were after all going to Eastern 

Europe! We could, for example expect the triennial to 

be on display in the outskirts of  some heavy and ugly 

concrete communistic suburb gymnasium, or the like. 

(Seriously, this was 14 years after the fall of  the wall. 

But still before the Baltic membership of  NATO and the 

EU of  course!) Happily we didn’t listen to our teacher!

Upon arrival we found that not only was the exhibition 

of  very high quality, but also beautifully, beautifully 

curated and set up in Vilnius’ Contemporary Art Center. 

Everything was so well thought out and organised by 

the fiery soul behind the project, Kestutis Vasiliunas, 

Professor at Vilnius’ Art Academy and a practicing book 

artist himself. All prejudices of  rigid and obscurantist 

five-year plans were immediately and thoroughly 

knocked down by Kestutis and his fellow colleagues. 

We were welcomed at the airport and accommodated at 

a small pension along with the other visiting artists who 

were arriving from all far corners of  the world: 

Australia, Poland, USA, France, Germany, Japan ... 

I clearly remember this almost intoxicating feeling of  

our first meeting! HEY, we are all people in the business 

here! These artists had all travelled so far to get here. 
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I think everyone experienced a similar feeling. And it’s 

not an exaggeration to say that the will to communicate 

overcame any difficulties and language barriers from 

the very first moment we all met. It was amazing! Over 

the years now, I have experienced this enthusiasm and 

intoxication several times. Maybe it is the very essence of  

what makes it so enriching to travel with your profession. 

This very open, intense and heartfelt atmosphere that 

can be established so quickly when meeting people who, 

like yourself, are vibrantly preoccupied with the same 

interests.

So much happened in a very few days. The programme 

offered a full agenda with a traditional ‘vernissage’, 

including a solo performance by a highly-skilled 

Lithuanian jazz bassist, 23 Sins, a happening by the 

American artist Sam Erenberg, and artists’ talks in the 

nearby Lithuanian Artists’ Association. Here, the artist 

that grabbed my attention most firmly was Beata Wehr 

(www.beatawehr.com). I was deeply fascinated by the 

expression, texture and content of  her works, and it 

was so interesting to hear her reflections on her double / 

immigrant identity (originally Polish - now living in the 

USA).

Later we visited some local artists’ studios in an old 

house in the city centre. Downstairs was the gallery 

called RightLeft, upstairs both the individual and shared 

workshop facilities. I always find it very inspiring to 

be allowed into fellow artists’ studios, to get a sense 

of  their creative environment and to hear about their 

experiences, ideas and work.

At the end of  our stay we enjoyed a 2-day bus trip 

exploring the countryside, sea, the dunes, Thomas 

Mann’s house at Neringa, and the unique Siauliai 

Crosshill (The Hill of  Crosses, where people have been 

coming to place crosses for two centuries). Whilst on the 

road we had plenty of  time for conversations about life, 

art, the world and our own places in it. We discussed 

simply everything: our social situations at home, politics, 

previous and future projects, retreats etc. Several artists 

had brought along catalogues and examples from past 

exhibitions and projects that they traded or simply gave 

away. Sadly I wasn’t that organised or professional at 

that time; I hadn’t thought of  bringing any PR material, 

not even business cards. I now realise that it is always 

a good idea to stash a few in your pocket when you 

are travelling. You can never know in advance which 

missions and meetings will be the most important. 

I still feel that the impressions from this first trip are very 

present and crucial. I have been to Lithuania several 

times since then, to attend new Triennials, exhibitions, 

excursions and meetings, which in turn have led to new 

relationships, collaborations and projects. My next stay 

in Lithuania will be in December. This time I have been 

invited to be a member of  the jury board. I am excited to 

be able to see first hand a lot of  qualified entries from 

all over the world and to visit friends and partners. 

And that’s how it works every time. Each visit to 

Vilnius, or anywhere else, has opened the door to new 

relationships and new options, like ripples in a pond 

when you throw a stone.

An example is my meeting there with Anna Snaedis 

Sigmarsdóttir and Sigurborg (Bogga) Stefansdottir, both 

book artists from Iceland at the 4th Triennial in 2006. 

This relationship later brought my artists books group, 

X-piir, to Iceland to visit and exhibit with their book art 

group, ARKIR. Or, my collaboration with Kestutis that 

in 2009 gave me the opportunity to “import” TEXT, the 

5th of  the Vilnius Triennials, to Silkeborg in Denmark. 

Parallel with the display of  TEXT, I established CON-

TEXT, a Nordic artists’ books project. CON-TEXT 

started in Silkeborg as an exhibition and workshop for 25 

invited Nordic artists. Selected elements of  the exhibition 

were later on display in Umeå in Sweden, Reykjavik in 

Iceland, and Visby in Gotland. So before I knew it, there 

were plenty of  new places that were obvious to visit, if  

only I can find the time and money to do it…

In order to get a little consistency in my calendar, I try to 

combine leisure and work whenever possible. Holidays 

and weekends are frequently peppered with field trips, 

Poster from the exhibition in Silkeborg, Denmark. 
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symposia, workshops and visiting colleagues. I think my 

2010 Autumn trip to Gotland is a fine example; A visit 

to see my Swedish colleague Marianne Laimer, by whom 

I was welcomed with open arms, high spirits, priceless 

hospitality, and sightseeing all over the island, combined 

with the promotion of  our CON-TEXT exhibition and 

two courses where Marianne and I taught local artists 

the noble art of  creating plain and simple books, as well 

as more sophisticated, pop-up artists’ books. In addition 

we even found time to discuss our vision and plan “My 

home is my castle” that will be the theme for the next 

CON-TEXT project, expected to launch in 2012. 

Does it sound like work - or play? I don’t know, and I 

don’t care. For me it is just the way I live. 

A memorable and exotic setting for books, was my trip 

to South Korea in 2009. I found myself  within a very 

strange but utterly beautiful and sophisticated culture, 

not least for paper or book art enthusiasts. To my great 

joy and surprise I was invited by the Korean Book 

Arts Association to participate in Seongnam Book Art 

Festival, together with numerous local and a handful of  

international artists from New Zealand, USA, Australia 

and Japan. I was there as the European representative, 

all expenses were paid: flight, hotel stay, shipping of  

works, a stand at the exhibition, catalogue, excursions 

etc. I couldn’t believe my luck!

Meeting the Koreans, one of  the things that impressed 

me the most was the total positive attention and interest 

that was expressed towards everything and everybody

dealing with books, education, perfection and knowledge. 

The respect for paper-based art: book arts, graphics, 

calligraphy, origami etc. is enormous and something 

I am definitely not accustomed to at home. Quite 

the contrary! Here we look at paper as a cheap and 

“simple” material. And when we compare arts to crafts 

there is no doubt which subject has the higher status. 

It seems very different in Korea, so of  course it was an 

incredible pleasure to be part of  this fair, and I have 

never before (or since) experienced such an enthusiastic 

audience. They practically stood in lines to get inside 

the exhibition. I have also never seen TV- crews and 

reporters standing on the shoulders of  each other to 

report from an exhibition here in Denmark (unless there 

has been an element of  scandal or celebrity involved). 

In Korea, I almost felt like a rock star with the attention, 

embassy visits, and tea and diploma ceremonies at the 

city hall.

One of  the trips we went to the Art Academy in 

Seoul and a traditional paper-casting workshop in 

the countryside - as far as countryside can exist in 

South Korea. The paper workshop was run by a third 

generation of  papermakers. The adult sons had just 

taken over the business but the old head of  the family 

was still fully involved. It was fascinating to see his craft 

in practice; making sheets of  any thickness, from rice-

paper thin to cardboard thick, in different materials, 

colours and patterns. 

Above: Vernissage. Artists from Scandinavia at the opening 

of  CON-TEXT in Silkeborg, Denmark. 

Below: Close examination. Artists discussing their works at 

the CON-TEXT exhibition.

Still going strong. The head of  the Korean paperworkshop 

casting sheets so thin you hardly dare breathe ... 
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We were invited to try our own hands at paper casting, 

and we even got a lesson in the traditional 5-point stitch, 

taught in Korean by one of  the sons. It was so exciting 

- and a great experience that I will always carry with 

me when I’m travelling (or teaching): if  you can’t speak 

together, you can always still work together.

In order to preserve the impressions from my trips I 

usually carry both a camera and a sketchbook in my bag. 

My sketchbooks also work as storage spaces for business 

cards, tickets, brochures and other “moveables” so things 

are always at hand when needed. 

Craftmanship. Second son stirring the pulp 

Handmade paper. My first Danish-Korean edition

Experiments. Paper with embedded petals

Concentration. Bree from Julie Barratt’s Gallery in Australia 

follows the instructions for the 5-point stitch binding.

A lesson for life. Learning how to perform traditional 

Korean bookbinding
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A sketchbook can be pulled forward and enjoyed / 

painted on / edited at any sidewalk café in any corner 

of  the world. Later, when you are settled back at 

home, the sketchbook becomes a logbook; a veritable 

encyclopaedia of  the journey. Dreams and facts, images 

and words are listed side by side. The visual aspect of  a 

logbook is so important, images, whether photographs 

or drawings, tend to be more complex and interesting 

sources of  information than a page of  plain text. But it’s 

the combination of  images and words that I find most 

powerful.

When I began seriously working with artists’ books, 

I converted from the traditional sketchbook to loose 

pages of  semi-heavy aquarelle quality paper. I’d make 

my “travel records” on these, and only reassemble them 

later when I came home to my studio. My working 

methods evolve all the time. Today I don’t even bring 

paper from home, but find what I need on location. 

It’s practically teeming with materials out there; paper 

bags, outdated posters, sausage and snack trays, tourist 

brochures, cardboard boxes and worse. You just collect 

the ones you like, cut them to the size you want - paint 

and/or write – or whatever on them. The idea is self-

evident. Theoretically I am a fan of  the “travel lightly” 

philosophy. It makes you more flexible and aware of  

“the moment”. You don’t need to know your destination 

in advance or the course in details. Why safeguard 

yourself  by dragging everything with you from home? 

The challenge is to surrender to your destiny and rely 

on your good fortune.

For many years now I have worked to let re-circulation 

be a part of  my art. I believe that everything must 

circulate. So for me it’s a wonderful sport to chase useful 

materials wherever I am. Found materials also add a lot 

of  authenticity, a further dimension, a proof  of  genius 

loci, the spirit of  the location to my works. At one 

point I began to use children’s cardboard suitcases as a 

framework for some of  my travel journals. Here suitcases 

functions very convenient as frames. The idea of  making 

suitcases into artists’ books is one I developed together 

with my art group, ARTROVERT, in connection with a 

piece we were doing once for an exhibition in Italy.

Now I use the idea both for some of  my courses and 

when I’m travelling. On my outward journey I carry 

my watercolours, glue sticks and other materials in the 

suitcase and on the way home I’ve transformed all these 

things into a piece of  artwork with text, images and 

impressions from my trip. In other words: the suitcase is 

not only a practical item, it’s also an obvious symbol of  

what it means to travel.

Working with art anywhere in the world simply is one 

of  life’s true pleasures… a refreshing break. A peaceful, 

deep, meditative moment to be enjoyed alone or equally

well with others. Regardless of  the fact that travelling 

like this takes a great amount of  time and planning, 

and furthermore is highly addictive, I completely 

recommend it!

www.hannematthiesen.com

hannematthiesen@gmail.com

Above: Logbook. The perfect way keeping track of  

impressions, information and good ideas.

Below: Journalling. A moment of  absorption - 

somewhere in London

New plans. Marianne Laimer and I planning our next project 

while having lunch at Helgumannen fishing village.
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Travelogue as Allegory, 2011, exhibition view, Royal Institute of  Art. Photographer Björn Bengtsson
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Travelogue as Allegory. A spreading exhibition

Maja Wismer & Hinrich Sachs

Paul Klee – the Swiss German artist, teacher at the 
Bauhaus, and embodiement of  the first generation of  
the modernist avantgarde – published his artist’s diary 
with large sections written in the mode of  a travelogue  
in the early 1920s. The publication includes the famous 
phrase that describes him “becoming an artist” after 
encountering what he understood to be bliss in Tunisia. 

... Thursday, April 16 1914. Been painting early in the 
morning outside of  town, dispersed light, gentle and bright at the 
same time. ... roaming through the streets towards the evening. 
We loot through buying. Finally ending up in a street cafe. An 
evening of  gentle and defined colours alike. ... I let work be 
for now. It flows through me so deeply and softly, I feel it and 
become assured of  it, effortlessly. Colour has taken possession of  
me; no longer do I have to chase after it. I know that it has hold 
of  me forever... Colour and I are one. I am a painter.1

Noted with an observer’s tone, it reads casually, but 
nevertheless it is known that a careful reworking was 
carried out before Klee finally published the selected 
diary entries2. In fact reporting one’s experience of  
travelling abroad had represented a topos of  the 
formation of  European artists, primarily transmitted by 
a broad variety of  (visual) travelogues.

The starting point for the exhibition Travelogue as Allegory 
was a workshop with students at The Royal Institute 
of  Art in Stockholm held in winter 2010/11. The 
specific framework of  the workshop aimed to approach 
artists’ books or related printed matter by subjective 
pre-selections – filtered through discussion, selection 
and grouping – in order to finally display them. Each 
of  us, tutor or student, contributed a selection of  titles 
more or less related to the narrative of  travel, and these 
contributions were subsequently shaped and accentuated 
by the Swedish context. Specifically, publications not 
necessarily described as artists’ books, but rather those 
introduced in relation to the participants’ memories such 
as historical explorer’s accounts or children’s stories (with 
a shared meaning for a Swedish reading audience) made 
the dynamics between publishing and travelling explicit3.

Exhibitions made with and about books have been 
realised regularly in the field of  contemporary art and 
design in the last few years4. Most of  these exhibitions 
have focused on the structural aspects of  the book as an 
object or the book as reference material. We took these 
aspects as given and began to develop an exhibition 
concept that focused on narrative structures and their 
repercussions. Scanning the material, the central position 
that travelogues occupy in artistic narratives became 
evident, effectively travelogues – and their format as a 
book – operate as a canonical topos of  the formation of  
the European artist since the Renaissance. Understood 
both as a culmination of  their education as well as a 
means to gain knowledge about the Greco-Roman 

past, travellers and artists from northern European 
countries have been undertaking journeys to the South, 
mostly Italy, - known as the Grand Tour -, consecutively 
reporting their journeys. One of  the earliest accounts 
conveyed is by Albrecht Dürer, from the Grand Tour’s 18th 
century heydays, painters and engravers such as Richard 
Wilson, Anton Raphael Mengs, or Jacques Rigaud 
are also known. The growing importance of  travelling 
and scientifically exploring the globe which occured 
around 1800 coincided with the phase of  the increasing 
autonomy of  the European arts. Intense romantic 
travelogues and images became influential, such as those 
of  Lord Byron, William Turner, or Eugène Delacroix5. 
This may be understood as a foundation of  the modern 
artistic praxis and identity on filling the vacuum of  
rejecting the commissions of  the church or patron with 
the search for an other6, be it nature7, the gothic8, the 
orient9, or even the unconscious10. In short, one could 
argue that a narration of  an encounter with, and the 
transformation of  the other, into artistic expression 
denotes a determining stepping-stone into artistic 
maturity. In this light Klee’s travelogue demonstrates that 
despite his 20th century avantgardism, he related deeply 
to a particularly traditional and established pattern.

A decade after the publication of  Klee’s account, and 
on another continent, Ansel Adams began to travel to 
the most spectacular landmarks of  the North American 
West, taking technically precise photographs. The 
photos became iconic through succesful publishing and 
distribution, and paradigmatic for the representation 
of  specific  ‘untouched’ landscapes. These publications, 
now classics within this genre, produced desire for these 
mostly remote sites11. Inspired by photo-journalists12, 
the street photographers of  the postwar generation 
connected travelling and the creation of  desire by 
publishing their stories of  roaming through cities in 
the format of  a picture book. These books connected 
strongly to a particular peer-group, who could relate 
to and share their way of  looking while travelling. 
Representative of  this approach is The Americans, 
by Robert Frank, a travel notebook that became a 
very sucessful publication, and has been republished 
numerous times since its first appearance13.

Observations become intensified through recording 
them in written and visual form14, the two-dimensional 
space of  book pages, choreographed by the user’s logic 
of  turning them has emerged as especially suitable to 
retrace three-dimensional realities and temporarily 
structured events. Personal experience or fictional 
journeys become articulated through the form of  
publication. Publishing in relation to travelling can be 
understood as a means of  sharing the experience, but 
this sharing also includes the inscription of  oneself  into 
a broader discussion and tradition of  relating to notions 
of  desire. 

At the core of  the constellation of  the exhibited 
material, relating to the narratives of  travelling, were 
artists’ books, publications and printed matter from 
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the 19th century until today (available to us via private 
and public collections and book retailers) in the various 
forms of  photo books, journals, guide books, explorer’s 
accounts, and sci-fi novels. A particular constellation 
was created through laying out these printed matter 
allowing for synopsis and visual vicinities, similarities, 
and continuities. This enabling a reflection on the affinity 
between travelling and artistic impulses of  publishing, 
and exposing the similiarities, overlaps, differences and 
points of  convergence of  a field that is constituted by 
the tension between representations of  otherness and 
the context of  culturally shared and confirmed meaning. 
To shape the field displayed for the Swedish reading 
audience meant to make it palpable.

While the largest site of  the show – the art school’s off  
campus exhibition space in the centre of  Stockholm – 
functioned in the mode of  a conventional art exhibition, 
objects on view within a skylit white cube, the four other 
venues of  Travelling as Allegory, spread throughout the city 
of  Stockholm, activated alternative patterns of  use, an 
integral concept of  the exhibition. Publications selected 
from the stock could be leafed through at the specialised 
libraries and read at ones own pace, those on view in the 
windows of  the bookshops could be purchased. 
These viewing conditions performed the reality in 
which book covers, distribution and various forms 
of  accessibility have become important factors in the 
production of  desire.

The exhibits’ display structure was specifically designed 
and built out of  a cardboard material by the workshop 
participants with the content, structure, and potential 
constellation of  the printed matter in mind. 
The exhibition design, consisting of  irregular triangular 
shapes at waist level, influenced the visitors flow and 
concretely addressed the issue of  the freely circulating, 
‘travelling’ medium of  the book as well as its potentiality 
for use. 

The bibliography, which was at hand for visitors at the 
Royal Institute’s exhibition space was the only 
place where all the titles selected to be part of  the 
exhibition were accessible at the same time. While the 
alphabetically-organised list of  publications was evidence 
of  what had been brought together (and what was 
considered meaningful in order to intensify the allegory), 
the various venues, each hosting a different part of  the 
exhibits (including, in some cases, a double presence), 
proposed an arbitrary approach to the material. 
Every single one of  the five different displays could be 
experienced as overviews, as constellations with allusions 
to an atlas, rather than being an archive with an index15. 

The concept of  an allegory, with its supposition of  
a second, decipherable meaning, within a shared 
cultural context therefore productively stimulates a 
circumlocution of  the contemporary dynamics of  
travelling and publishing16. While ‘Italy’ might have 
functioned as the allegorical meaning for desire 
previously17, the more generalised idea of  travelling and 

of  printed matter published in relation to travelling serve 
as an allegory for desire in our contemporary situation, 
building on tourism as an important economical factor. 
The allegory for desire, it could be said, is no longer 
specificially located, rather it becomes applicable to 
different places according to different desires.

Surprisingly the exhibition revealed that many artists 
from the 1960s and 70s in fact created varieties of  
travelogues in direct succession to the post-Renaissance 
canonical narrative of  the observing, documenting, 
and poetic traveller18. The majority of  these artists’ books 
– even recent examples – follow such patterns of  the 
encounter with the other. 

Robert Smithson, who with his artistic fascination in 
entropy was nostalgic for modern ruins, was one of  
these habitual travellers. He travelled to places where 
his contemporaries had rarely been, encountering 
both the real and the imaginary. He became famous to 
some extent due to his journalistic travelogues on the 
‘not yet seen’ (or considered) by his contemporaries19. 
They created a connection between documentation and 
fiction and introduced the topos of  the terrain vague, 
the non-site, amongst others – designating natural, 
geological time and pre-history as the grand other of  the 
contemporary, a modern urban desire.

Next to the prevailing observer’s (and explorer’s) 
narrative merely two alternative narratives were added 
by artists in the 20th century. That of  roaming the 
urban, everyday20, briefly referred to above, and a 
more radical reflecting on history, a narrative detecting 
and dismantling the postcolonial condition. Artists 
considering the ‘colonial gaze’ in their travels only 
enter the scene in the 1970s, and slowly transform the 
poetics of  various forms of  the other into critical visual 
deconstructions. Lothar Baumgarten’s highly refined 
artists’ books from the 1980s are a result of  such a 
change of  perspective.

CMYK/RGB (2001) by Simon Starling, Art of  the Eighties 
and Seventies (2006) by Michael Stevenson, Theatrum Orbis 
Terrarum (2007) by Marjolijn Dijkman, The Invention of  
Turkey (2006) by Katja Eydel as well as the more recent 
printed matter relating to the ‘travelling’ festival Eternal 
Tour are artists’ publications that deconstruct travelling 
into two types of  reflection and making meaning. 
One group of  publications focuses on regional and 
global production processes of  objects, the other on the 
respective flow and consumption of  information in their 
contemporary locatedness and abstraction. Lately an 
additional voice is appearing in artists’ travelogues: the 
once defined position of  the observer merges with that 
of  the storyteller. This junction of  observeration and 
imagination touches upon the territory of  writers and 
their powerful travels in mental territories: fiction.

And like a character in a fiction, it is at this point that 
allegory enters the scene and as such allegory needs to 
be received and understood. In this context it becomes 
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an arbitrarily created concept of  expressing something 
through something else, but at the same time it is a 
form that needs materialisation, it is a statement to be 
disseminated. Must we view travelogues as a modern 
form of  the production of  desire?

Maja Wismer
Art historian and curator, based in Basel.

Hinrich Sachs
Artist, based in Basel, teaching at the Royal Institute 
of  Art Stockholm.

Notes

1. Tagebücher von Paul Klee, 1898 – 1918, ed. Klee, F. (1957/79), 
DuMont, Cologne, p. 307f. (Quote translated by the authors.)
2. Around 1920 Paul Klee handed over edited excerpts of  his 
diaries to several authors for the purpose of  being published, 
amongst them to the author of  the first monograph on him. 
Cf. Journal intime oder Autobiographie?, Geelhaar, C. in: Paul 
Klee. Das Frühwerk 1883 – 1922, edited by Zweite, A. (1979), 
Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich, p. 252. See also: 
Paul Klee und der Mythos vom Orient, Baumgartner, M. in: Auf  der 
Suche nach dem Orient. Paul Klee. Teppich der Erinnerung, edited by 
Baumgartner, M. a.o. (2009), Zentrum Paul Klee, Bern / Hatje 
Cantz, Ostfildern, 2009, p. 133f. 
3. For example Caroli Lennaei Systema Naturae, Linné, C. von, 
(1907), Regia Academia Scientiarum Svecica, Stockholm 
(first published by Johan Wilhelm de Groot, Leiden, 1735); 
Gulliver’s Travels, Swift,  J., (2003), Penguin Books, London, (first 
published in 1726); Nils Holgersson’s Underbara Resa Genom Sverige, 
Lagerlöf, S. (1906/1975) Bonniers Juniorförlag, Stockholm; 
The Book about Moomin, Mymble and Little My, Jansson, T. (2001), 
Drawns and Quarterly, Montréal, (the original Swedish version 
Hur gick det sen? was first published by  EA, Helsinki, 1952), a.o.
4. Amongst many other examples: Kiosk – Modes of  Multiplication, 
publisher Christoph Keller’s travelling archive on independent 
publishing within the art world, 2001-2009; The Most Beautiful 
Swiss Books, annually premiered by the Swiss Federal Office of  
Culture and presented in various exhibition venues or Schönste 
Bücher aus aller Welt / Best Designed Books From All Over the World 
hosted by the German Book Art Foundation. As well as: is a 
show, is a shop, is a book, Lativan Center for Contemporary Art, 
Riga, 2009; The Malady of  Writing, an exhibition on artists’ 
texts at the study center of  Museui d’Art Contemporani de 
Barcelona, 2009/10; Publications on (not only) art: Cultural, social 
and political uses, a seminar at Universidad Internacional de 
Andalucia, Sevilla, 2011. 
5. In 1832 Delacroix travelled to Algeria and Morocco, which 
had an enormous impact on his oeuvre. However, he never 
pursued the publishing of  his travel notebooks during his 
lifetime. Due to the paradigmatic character of  these sketches 
we chose to represent them in the exhibition through a 
publication on his work containing reproductions of  some of  
them. Delacroix. Peintre, Graveur, Écrivain, 1832-48, II, Escholier, 
R. (1927), H. Floury, Paris.  
6. The Other as philosophical term was already discussed by 
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel. 
7. Nature represented a central focus within Romantic 
concepts, cf. William Turner or Caspar David Friedrich.

8. Ruins, tales and imagery from the Gothic period represented 
a further focus within Romantic artistic practice, cf. Gustav 
Doré or William Blake.
9. Cf. Orientalism, Said, E. (1978), Vintage Books, New York.   
10. The Freudian term of  the Unconscious functioned as a 
central reference for a.o. the group of  Surrealist artists and 
writers around André Breton in Paris in the 1920s and 30s.
11. See a.o.The Four Seasons in Yosemite Park, Adams, A. (1936) 
Times Mirror Printing and Binding House, Los Angeles and 
North of  the Danube, Bourke-White, M. (1939) The Viking Press, 
New York. 
12. Such as Henri Cartier-Bresson a.o.
13. First published as Les Américains, Frank, R. (1958), Robert 
Delpire, Paris. One year later it was published as The Americans, 
Frank, R. (with an introduction by Beat Generation writer 
Kerouac, J. (1959), Grove Press, New York.
14. Cf. Michael Taussig’s thoughts on the connection between 
travelling, notebooks and publishing in: Fieldwork Notebooks, No. 
001 of  100 Notes – 100 Thoughts, Taussig, M. (2011) published 
by dOCUMENTA (13), Ostfildern, Hatje Cantz, p. 8ff.

15 See the interview by Antonina von Schöning with Georges-
Didi Huberman in Die tragende Rolle der Bilder (2011) in: Texte 
zur Kunst, Berlin, vol. 21, no. 81, March, ff. 23 that discusses 
Atlas. How to carry the world on one’s back?, an exhibition curated 
by Huberman for Museo Reina Sofia, Madrid, 26.11. 2010 
– 28.03. 2011, in collaboration.with Zentrum für Kunst und 
Medientechnologie and Sammlung Falckenberg, Hamburg-
Harburg.
16. For a more extensive discussion of  the term allegory, made 
paradigmatic for 20th century thought by Benjamin, see the 
following texts The Origin of  German Tragic Drama, Benjamin, 
W., (1998), Verso, London. (First published as Ursprung des 
deutschen Trauerspiels, Benjamin, W. (1963) Suhrkamp Verlag, 
Frankfurt a.M.) or The Arcade’s Project, Benjamin, W., MIT Press, 
Cambridge MA, 1999. (First published as Das Passagen-Werk, 
Benjamin, W. (1982) Frankfurt a.M., 1982 as part of  Walter 
Benjamin, Die gesammelten Schriften, (1972-1989) prepared by 
Adorno, T. W. and Scholem, G., edited by Tiedemann, R. and 
Schweppenhäuser, H., Suhrkamp Verlag, Frankfurt a. M.)
17. For the circle of  Johan Wolfgang Goethe and the German 
Classicist writers (in second half  of  the 18th century) the desire 
for Italy became the allegory of  travel experience. See for 
example Italiensehnsucht. Kunsthistorische Aspekte eines Topos, Wiegel, 
H., (2004), Deutscher Kunstbuchverlag, Munich.
18. Roads and Paths (1978) by Hamish Fulton; Walking in Circles 
(1991) by Richard Long; Teufelsmoor persönlich (1983) by Lili 
Fischer; Landed Utom Sig (1993) by Lars Tunbjörk; Diggers and 
Dreamers (2009) by Love Enqvist; Blindhaedir East Iceland (2010) 
by Silvia Bächli and Eric Hattan; View from Mount Temple (2010) 
by Andreas Rutkauskas, a.o, were all examples included in the 
exhibition.
19. For example Smithson, R. Incidents of  Mirror-Travel in the 
Yucatan (1969) in: Artforum, vol. 8, no. 1, September, New York. 
In congruence with his conceptual artist peers at the time, his 
practice was not attempting to create value through artists’ 
books.
20. Did urban roaming, or the 19th century strolling‚ ‘flâneur’, 
which later became a central mode of  perceiving the world 
in a.o. André Breton’s Nadja (1928) later spill over into the 
politicised dérive? Cf. the discussion of  roaming through 
the city in de Certeau, M. The Practice of  Everyday Life (1984), 
University of  California Press, Berkeley. A recent artistic 
example in line with this are Dector/Dupuy’s guidebook-type 
publications as post-productions to guided tours in urban 
environements. See Château-Gontier, Dector, M. / Dupuy, M. 
(2009), Le Carré, Châtau-Gontier.
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Westward Ho!

A Book Arts Tour of the United States

Simon Goode

At a time when printed matter is supposedly a dying art, UK artist 

Simon Goode travelled west to look at what has made the US book 

arts community flourish.

Like many, I’d always had an American Dream. 

I’d always wanted to visit. I’d read the books, 

I’d looked from afar, always longing to make the journey. 

The time had come for me to cross the Atlantic and 

finally see for myself.

Some of  the best known book artists I had come across 

were from the States; there seemed to be a revival in all 

aspects of  the craft, with scores of  new print and book 

arts studios popping up in places I couldn’t pinpoint on 

a map. Two Rivers, Wisconsin wasn’t somewhere I could 

visualise in my head. For several years I’d been following 

the progress of  these centres through blogs, magazines 

and journals such as this one.

I was curious to know why in the US, there seemed to 

be a greater understanding of  the discipline, with many 

more colleges and institutions running book arts courses. 

Why is this? I wanted to know why on an island as small 

as Britain, with such a close-knit creative community, 

it seemed more niche, more overlooked. 

How could we go about changing this?

So I packed my bags and started a three-month 

adventure to understand why this culture was thriving in 

America when there was a distinct lack of  understanding 

of  the art form back home. I managed to arrange 

ten-weeks unpaid leave from my full-time job to take 

the trip of  a lifetime: New York City to Los Angeles, 

via Chicago, Minneapolis, Portland, and 

San Francisco.

Landing in New York in early May, after a day of  

obligatory exploring, I met with Dennis Yuen of  Studio 

CaiLun. Yuen is a book artist, and runs a popular blog 

detailing a multitude of  bindings and book works that he 

produces from his home studio. We had been in contact 

for a number of  years via online social networks, so Yuen 

agreed to meet and do a short book arts-themed walking 

tour of  the city. Our first stop was along the High Line, 

an elevated park built on an old railway line, to see the 

infamous independent bookshop Printed Matter.

Printed Matter is the world’s largest non-profit dedicated 

to promoting artist-produced publications and multiples, 

with a shop-front space of  approximately 1,500 sq. ft. in 

a prominent location in the Chelsea art district. 

There are hundreds of  titles, many international, and 

all of  which fit within the definition of  the democratic 

multiple. It’s a testament to the community of  artists, 

staff  and customers that the store is still thriving 

since opening its doors in 1976 (see Shifting Artist Book 

Distribution Models by Brandon Graham, Journal of  

Artists’ Books 28).

A short walk took us to our next stop, the New York 

Center for Book Arts, located on the third floor 

of  an office block in the wholesale fashion district. 

Upon arrival, the lift doors opened onto the Center to 

reveal With Food in Mind, an exhibition of  artists’ use 

of  food as subject matter or medium in book arts.

The New York Center for Book Arts is the oldest of  

the open-access book arts centres in the country. It was 

opened in 1974 by master bookbinder Richard Minsky 

as the first not-for-profit organisation of  its type.

The Center fills a floor of  approximately 5,000 sq.ft., 

and offers an impressive studio containing a generous 

typesetting area, a letterpress print area with five 

Vandercook proof  presses, a large guillotine, a huge foil 

blocking press, a treadle platen press and various hand 

platens. The bindery contains finishing, laying, standing 

and nipping presses, board shears and another guillotine, 

as well as other bits of  bookbinding equipment.

Printed Matter, New York
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Once members of  the Center have completed induction 

and training, they are able to use the equipment on an 

open-access basis, with fees of  $15 an hour for members 

and $25 for non-members. If  only myself  and my fellow 

graduates of  BA (Hons) Book Arts and Crafts had had a 

chance to become a member of  a place like this in that 

crucial year after graduation.

Next stop Baltimore, where I paid a visit to letterpress 

printers and tutors Kyle Van Horn and Kim Bentley. 

The couple recently opened Baltimore Print 

Studios, an open access space specialising in screen and 

letterpress printing; another beautiful workshop with 

various screen, platen and Vandercook proofing presses. 

The space opened in October 2010 and the couple 

run regular workshops in screen and letterpress. 

To avoid damage to equipment and users, they ensure 

that members are at a certain proficiency level before 

being ‘let loose’ on the presses. Once an introduction 

course is completed, members are permitted to use the 

workshops during open-access hours, a policy many 

open-access print rooms and book arts centres follow.

From Baltimore I travelled through Washington DC 

and Pittsburgh, where I visited Paul Roden and Valerie 

Lueth, the couple who run the fantastic woodcut print 

studio Tugboat Printshop from their converted living 

room. Rejoining the Amtrak train, I journeyed on to 

Chicago, where I was due to meet Steve Woodall, 

the Director of  the Columbia Center for Book 

and Paper Arts.

The Center for Book and Paper Arts (CBPA) is part of  

Columbia College Chicago, a private arts and media 

college. I chatted with Woodall amidst the hustle and 

bustle of  the first week of  graduate shows, with students 

and visitors milling around the Center’s galleries. 

The Center opened as part of  the college in 1993, with 

the mission of  “advancing research and innovation in 

the interdisciplinary practices of  the artist’s book and 

hand papermaking, providing support for our graduate 

programs, and engaging the public through lectures, 

workshops, exhibitions and events”.

Three courses are offered at the Center: 

MA in Interdisciplinary Arts, MFA in Interdisciplinary 

Book & Paper Arts, and MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts & 

Media. Papermaking plays a large part in the Center’s 

teaching activity owing to the Center’s first director 

being a paper maker. The equipment and facilities are 

outstanding: a large, open area with drainage, numerous 

paper beaters, moulds, deckles, presses and the like.

April Sheridan, Studio Technician and Special Projects 

Coordinator, took me on a tour of  the CBPA’s letterpress, 

bindery and print facilities. She showed me the wealth of  

Hollander beater, Papermaking studio, CBPA

Bindery, CBPA
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both wood and lead type available to students and studio 

members, including some rare and beautiful specimens, 

such as hand-carved type by Darius Wells. Students 

have full use of  the Center’s numerous proof  presses 

and fantastic binding facilities. Graduates of  the MA 

and MFA courses often return to the Center as artists in 

residence, which provides them with a level of  support 

that can be lacking in the period after leaving college. 

Residencies are also available to international artists and 

advanced practitioners, some of  which are funded by 

private and state grants made available to the institution.

After a flying visit to Chicago, I spent a few days in 

Milwaukee, paying a visit to the independent bookstore 

Woodland Pattern, which stocks an amazing selection 

of  small press books, poetry, broadsides and artists’ 

books, and the illustration and home screen printing 

outfit Little Friends of  Printmaking.

From Milwaukee, my crusade took me on to 

Two Rivers, Wisconsin, to meet with Museum Director 

Jim Moran at the world-renowned Hamilton Wood 

Type Museum, the only museum in the world 

“dedicated to the preservation, study, production and 

printing of  wood type.”

The museum is a real gem and a must-see for anyone 

interested in letterpress print history. The most 

impressive aspect is that it’s a working museum, and so 

the century-old equipment is still being used to cut new 

wood type from decades-old patterns into maple blocks. 

They also house an impressive print shop, and of  course, 

thousands of  wood type founts - some of  which are up to 

four feet tall.

From Two Rivers it was back to Milwaukee to catch the 

Amtrak Empire Builder. After a peaceful train journey 

along the Mississippi, I arrived in Minneapolis St. Paul. 

Following in the footsteps of  Sarah Bodman and Tom 

Sowden who undertook their own US book arts trip 

back in 2008 (see A Manifesto for the Book, 2010), I would 

be spending a number of  weeks as Visiting Artist at the 

Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA).

MCBA is widely considered to be the model for an 

educational book arts centre. It is the largest and most 

comprehensive in the States. MCBA was opened by a 

group of  book arts practitioners and enthusiasts in 1985, 

and steadily grew until 2000 when the Center relocated 

to purpose-built premises. Called the Open Book 

building, the Center shares the space with a number 

of  other organisations, including independent publisher 

Milkweed Editions and literary education centre 

The Loft. The main values that underpin the Center are 

to “...share a passion for the artist’s book and its power 

to inform and inspire audiences, past, present and future. 

[the Center] honours and supports the book artist.”

As Sarah and Tom reported back in 2008, MCBA 

really is an intensive place. The wealth of  activity is 

truly inspiring. In particular the schools programme, 

which integrates book arts techniques into the teaching 

curriculum, is astounding. While I was resident, a 

number of  schools groups took part in workshops during 

the morning sessions. As well as tutorials on simple book 

 Letterpress studios, CBPA

Original hand-carved wood type, c.1826 by Darius Wells, 

Hamilton Wood Type Museum

Open Book building, Minneapolis
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structures with illustrations, the workshops included a 

monoprinting session on the Vandercook, producing 

an alphabet print with a contribution from each class 

member. An environment where children and young 

adults are encouraged to explore book arts as part of  

their curriculum cannot be a bad thing.

For adults MCBA offers a wide-range of  teaching, 

mentoring and open-access facilities. There is an artists’ 

co-op, currently with 12 members, who have access to 

the Center’s print, binding and papermaking facilities 

and meet regularly to hold critiques and advice sessions, 

and to discuss the day-to-day running of  the Center. 

A residency programme occurs three times a year 

allowing book artists to spend an intensive three months 

at the Center. There is also the Jerome Book Arts 

Fellowship, a sponsored programme aimed at artists, that 

enables them to utilise the Center and offers mentoring 

from MCBA’s staff  and artists. A Collectors’ Forum exists 

to further promote the acquisition and dissemination of  

artists’ books produced at the Center, and to encourage 

philanthropy in book arts.

While at MCBA I met artist-in-residence Katy Meegan, 

who runs Keegan Meegan & Co with her partner 

Keegan Wenkman, a letterpress printers and bindery 

in Portland, Oregon. Meegan is from Minnesota, 

and was part of  the Teen Programme (16-18 years) 

at MCBA while in high school. This comprised an 

intensive programme in which students are assigned a 

mentor and guided through the foundations of  book 

arts and binding, including letterpress printmaking, 

book structures and binding methods, screenprinting 

and papermaking. Meegan’s mentor was Rory Sparks, 

a well-respected member of  the book arts community 

in the Twin Cities, who subsequently relocated west to 

Portland, Oregon to open her own studio.

In Minneapolis I also visited Cave Papers, a hand 

papermaking company run by Amanda Degener 

and Bridget O’Malley, which is run from a cavernous 

basement underneath a trade bindery in Downtown. 

On the top floor of  the same building is Phillip Gallo’s 

Hermetic Press, letterpress printer for Granary 

Books, producing exquisite fine prints and small-run 

publications.

Following in Rory Sparks’ footsteps I caught a flight to 

Portland to meet the woman herself.  I also paid a visit 

to Em Space Book Arts Center, which opened in 

2008. It was interesting to see how MCBA acted as an 

‘incubator’ for those involved in Em Space’s creation.

Em Space was born when a group of  Portland artists and 

printers, including Sparks and Meegan, decided to pool 

resources, share their presses and equipment and form a 

co-operative under the guidance of  Sparks. They rent a 

1,500 sq. ft. light industrial unit in the south east of  the 

city. Studio costs are covered by membership, classes and 

through the rental of  artists’ studios housed in the upper 

mezzanine level of  the building.

The centre houses a number of  Vandercook proof  

presses, a few platen jobbers, screen printing facilities, 

and a solid type collection for hand typesetting. 

Sparks teaches bookbinding classes at Em Space, 

and studio members also have access to a board cutter, 

guillotine, backing, finishing and laying presses, and a 

foil blocking press.

The center differs greatly to MCBA and New York. 

It isn’t run as a non-profit which means that decisions 

involving the day-to-day running of  the centre, finances 

and education are all made by Sparks, with input

from the co-op members. This allows them a certain 

degree of  flexibility which can sometimes be lacking in 

non-profit organisations where decision making

processes are governed by a board.

After my stay in Portland I proceeded south along the 

west coast to San Francisco. I had the pleasure of  visiting 

the M&H Type Foundry, one of  the only remaining 

lead type foundries in the country, and Andrew Hoyem’s 

Arion Press, both of  which are located a stone’s throw 

from the Golden Gate Bridge. From San Francisco, 

I visited Berkeley to visit the impressive studio of  printer 

Peter Koch, who has been involved in producing fine 

press and artists’ booksfor more than forty years. 

Koch is responsible for the creation of  the Codex 

Foundation, an organisation devoted to preserving and 

promoting the art and craft of  the book which runs a 

biennial book fair and symposium with an impressive 

role-call of  international exhibitors. From San Francisco, 

the last fortnight of  my travels were spent enjoying the 

Pacific coast and taking a little time to unwind before 

heading back to London after ten weeks of  rewarding, 

if  exhausting, travel and research.

Bindery, MCBA
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The trip has provided me with a great deal of  

inspiration. Why is it that we do not have similar 

provision on such a scale as that of  the New York 

Center for Book Arts, MCBA and Em Space in 

the UK? How can students graduating from book arts 

courses sustain and develop their practice after leaving 

the fold of  the college print room and bindery?

Sure, there are printmaking studios that offer workshops 

and classes in binding and book arts, and there are 

letterpress printers who offer tuition, but nothing to 

the same scale. The provision of  education, and access 

to facilities needs to be sustainable and encourage 

development in artists’ practice, not merely a weekend-

long course with no room for progression.

I want to change this. It seems so blindingly 

obvious now. We need our very own centre for 

book arts here in the UK. 

If  you build it, they will come. Right?

A community of  artists, craftspeople, designers, all 

under the same roof. It’s this cross-pollination of  ideas, 

of  backgrounds, this melting pot, that makes a robust 

centre like the ones featured here, really flourish.

Now, who’s with me? Visit bit.ly/bookarts to 

share your passion, be a part of  it, shape the future 

and get involved. You can also contact me by email at 

simonalangoode@gmail.com

Simon Goode graduated in BA (Hons) Book Arts and Crafts 

from London College of  Communication in 2006. 

He makes and sells his own artists’ books, and runs 

workshops in book arts throughout the country. 

He also really wants to set up a book arts centre.

www.simongoode.co.uk

simonalangoode@gmail.com
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 At the Turn of the Centuries: The Influence of 

Early 20th Century Book Arts on Contemporary 

Artists’ Books 

A review by Joan Stoltman

I’d like to begin with a few comments on the 

publication’s own design (the jenny-press, 2010; 

New Haven, CT). Though, of  course, the purpose of  

this work is to disseminate the three essays it contains, 

it cannot be helped in the context of  book artistry to 

look at the decisions made by the jenny-press in their 

own designs. Though inside the book, the neat, sparse 

sans serif  captions, the plethora of  vivid colour images 

and the thick, matte paper are all delights, the external 

aesthetics of  this diminutive publication are unfortunate. 

The binding almost ensures that the book will be 

overlooked: the lack of  titling on the spine prevents it 

from gaining attention on a shelf, and the cover doesn’t 

win an admirer in me with its blasé font and Lisa Frank 

palette, though the extreme size of  the titling is a nice 

idea.

The publication begins with an introduction by the 

jenny-press proprietor Jae Rossman, though truthfully 

this fourth issue of  her Book Arts Essays Series would 

have been better served with the inclusion of  a foreword, 

with separate introduction/ acknowledgements. The 

purpose for this edition - to present essay responses on 

the topic of  early-twentieth century book form influences 

and their contemporary artists’ book progenies - is a 

perfect place to begin an introduction, but here it is 

buried well into the intro. This thesis statement, this 

challenge to the essayists, is the precise sentence where 

I believe the split between foreword and introduction 

should have been made. 

The foreword (as I envision it), is the description and 

explanation of  the life and career of  the late Tony 

Zwicker (1925-2000), a New York / New Haven-based 

artist’s book dealer, curator, advisor and catalyst for 

nearly two decades. And, as she served as the impetus for 

these essays, I would have liked to read in the foreword a 

description of  this incredible woman from someone who 

experienced her methods, encountered her salon-style 

salesroom, and could breathe life into her because they 

had actually experienced her. Rossman’s second-hand 

knowledge of  Zwicker is more a series of  stiff, somewhat 

clinical, definitely scholarly sentences that lack the 

conversational quality of  biography.

All this being said, it is a commendable enterprise that 

Jae Rossman and the jenny-press have taken on to 

commission and disseminate essays about a field with 

such debated and elusive edges. The definitions change 

between each artist’s description of  their works, methods 

and medium, each collector’s tastes and reasons, each 

scholar’s justifications and “facts”. The timeline of  

the medium’s important moments - its beginnings, its 

peaks, its transitions  - is just as elusive, and even shifts 

between decades in some debates. To dedicate oneself  

to producing a series of  essays on artists’ books, and this 

specific issue on precedents, influences and timeline, is 

a bold and ultimately successful attempt to continue the 

conversation. Bravo to Ms. Rossman for making sure the 

discussion doesn’t wane. 

The first essay of  the collection, The Text Engine and the 

Artists’ Book, is from Dr. Stephen Bury, Andrew W. Mellon 

Chief  Librarian at the Frick Art Reference Library. 

The piece is a little too esoteric for my tastes, and 

doesn’t fully approach both parts of  the theme put forth 

by Rossman (even though, as Rossman states, it was a 

‘broad’ theme, Pg. 7). The premise, as I understood it, 

was to connect the early book art and book design works 

to the contemporary artists’ books of  today, and though 

Bury certainly chronicles many examples of  both early 

twentieth century works and contemporary works, his 

thesis of  the influence of  advancing technologies on 

the evolution of  book arts is neither clearly established 

nor clearly developed. Instead, he focuses on writing 

incredible descriptions of  several works, and leaves 

drawing the lines between the dots to the reader. 

His descriptions are so vivid and his essay so lacking in 

illustration that one can easily perceive these decisions 

as the conscious and carefully arranged maneuvers of  a 

seasoned art historian looking to prove that, as always, 

one must experience the work in person to understand 

fully the artist/ author/ creator’s work in its fullest. 

And, as Bury also functions as a librarian, the impetus 

to petition for the experience of  the works is only 

strengthened; after all, is there truly any other duty as a 

librarian than to champion those prized possessions in 

your collection and facilitate access to the works of  the 

authors of  our world? 

In this essay, Bury not only carefully curates a small 

catalogue of  works that exemplify the evolution of  and 

play with technology through the decades, but also opens 

the discussion to form serving function - the function of  

books assumedly being to be read. The perception of  

words, the act of  reading, the game of  comprehension 

are all presented in this essay as questions without 

any answers, which again feeds into Bury’s strong but 

covert insistence that the answers lie only in the reader/ 

viewer’s first-hand experience of  the works, if  they exist 

at all. His covert ploy to bring the reader/ viewer and the 

works together is, however, expressly stated in the context 

of  Dadaist Tristan Tzara’s work How To Make A Dadaist 

Poem: ‘The reader completes the work’ (Bury, Pg.10, 

2010). This statement particularly appeals to me because 

it was a major component of  the pedagogy of  my own 
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master’s thesis, and I find it to be a major component 

of  my personal definition of  an “artist’s book” (though 

I know that many people, artists especially, would love 

to debate Bury and I on the degree of  relevance of  the 

reader’s role in the work).

By expressively detailing his selection of  works, Bury 

naturally creates a challenge for any knowledgeable 

book arts reader to tinker with their own list of  works 

that fit within his technology-based parameters. His 

mention of  Oulipo (The Workshop For Potential 

Literature) reminded me of  my experience with 

Raymond Queneau’s Cent Mille Milliards de Poèmes or 

Hundred Thousand Billion Poems (1961). Since my father 

was a professor at a university which possessed a first-run 

edition, I was not only allowed to view the work, but to 

bring it home for an indefinite amount of  time. Then I 

think about how I have attempted many of  the directives 

in Yoko Ono’s Grapefruit (1964), and am grateful that 

publishing technology has allowed for the continued 

mass dissemination of  this performative instructional 

through five decades and dozens of  languages. Then my 

brain lands on the time I spent with Trong G. Nguyen’s 

piece Library (2007), which I will resist describing so that 

you can discover it for yourself. 

With great confidence and a myriad of  other potential 

examples, I can soundly agree with Bury’s premise 

(though he is stating it within the confines of  Tzara’s 

Dada piece) that the reader is an integral part of  the 

work and that technology has often been utilised towards 

that idea. However, though the essay has clearly inspired 

and directed me to create my own list of  books with 

similar connective tissues as those Bury laid out in his 

examples, and though it has inspired me to seek out 

personal experiences with the books he’s mentioned, 

ultimately this essay lacks the interpretation and 

investigation that his topic deserves. 

The second essay of  this collection, Material Encounters 

Content, is by Marcia Reed, Chief  Curator of  the Getty 

Research Institute, who was most recently involved in 

the largest acquisition ever by the GRI, involving more 

than twenty-eight thousand artists’ books and other types 

of  publications (Cascone, 2011, Art In America Magazine 

Online), a moment that will undoubtedly deserve a 

mention in the story and a spot on the timeline of  book 

arts in America.

Reed is a logical, delightfully eloquent researcher. The 

well-thought out structure of  this essay demonstrates her 

natural ability to diverge through many mini-theses while 

always returning to the main point. This essay (frankly, a 

delightful read) focuses on, as her title suggests, material 

and content. In the second paragraph, Reed states the 

definitions of  both “material” and “content”, decisively 

clearing up any issues of  interpretation by elaborating 

on exactly what she means when she refers to these 

constructs throughout her essay. In the grey area that 

many artists’ books and book artists dwell in, definitions 

that show where a person stands on a certain word are 

critical, and Reed’s inclusion of  these definitions makes 

me yearn for more scholars to do the same.

Though many artists through many forms have 

succeeded in questioning the conventions of  form, 

content, function, and material, Reed works to point 

out that it is the artist’s book that constantly walks the 

fine lines that we have come to know as the definition 

of  art and the definition of  book. Reed provides the 

example of  eighteenth century graphic artist Giovanni 

Battista Piranesi, a graphic artist who displayed a 

consciousness for font, layout, illustration, material and 

detail in general, in a way that perfectly proves that the 

timeline for experimentation with and consciousness 

about the book form - and the melding of  book and art 

- does have precedents dating before the twentieth and 

even nineteenth centuries, which justifies and may even 

rewrite the timeline for some in the book arts world. 

Through the detailed examples, Marcel Duchamp’s 

challenges, and reinterpretations of  the already well-

established traditional book formats for art catalogues 

and literary box sets, Reed makes the important leap 

through time into what we can consider contemporary 

artists’ books. A reinterpretation and reinvention of  

material, dimensionality and content are obviously 

always on the Duchamp agenda and are some of  his 

oeuvre’s most obvious hallmarks, but Reed’s choice to 

example works that played with art-as-literary-multiples 

provides her with ample proof  to justify placing him 

squarely at the forefront of  experimentation with books. 

Though the constant debate about the timeline of  artists’ 

books proves that there is no direct, single catalyst that 

transitions artists from books to contemporary artists’ 

books, Reed is illustrating the environment and creative 

energy that compounds the explosion of  the book arts in 

the mid-twentieth century. 

Her mention of  the current predicament of  Fluxus 

works in museums and libraries - a land they were 

never intended to inhabit, and one which prevents them 

from being experienced - brings the ever-present battle 

between museums/ libraries vs. the intention of  the 

book artist into this essay collection. Pieces intended to 

be touched, manipulated, experienced are now ‘carefully 

catalogued and preserved’ (Reed, 2010, Pg. 25). I find 

this topic the single most worthy issue of  debate within 

the artist’s book world, and spoke of  it at great length 

with scholars, librarians and curators throughout my 

thesis research, as well as elaborated on the issue in my 

thesis. It would be an excellent topic for an issue in the 
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jenny-press Book Arts Essays series, and it is my hope 

that in the near future much more research, scholarship 

and experimentation is dedicated to the exploration 

of  options for bringing artists’ books into the hands of  

readers/ viewers/ performers. 

Reed ends her essay with several paragraphs discussing 

the role and potential importance of  the reader/ viewer/ 

performer. One of  these paragraphs is what I consider 

the most important part in this entire collection of  essays, 

a statement on the role and current predicament of  the 

reader: 

Viewing and reading the materials in Duchamp’s 

boxes, Fluxus boxes, and many artists’ books, one 

could ask whether there is a stronger sense of  the artist 

and the author. Or is it the reader actually the most 

significant person? Each one of  us is the activator 

who initiates a process that is different each time the 

box [or book] is opened, following a different order in 

selecting and reading or not, recognizing references, 

re-collecting and shifting the arrangements of  items 

as they present themselves. This essential necessity to 

experience the different dimensions of  the material 

and content is why archival storage and reading room 

protocols, not to mention closed museum exhibition 

cases, are equally difficult and ultimately destructive in 

the limiting conditions they provide for reading these 

important twentieth-century works on paper. 

(Reed, 2010, Pg.31). 

This paragraph brings directly to mind Rossman’s 

introduction about Zwicker as a dealer who “didn’t put 

out catalogs, but [instead] showed large numbers of  

works to clients directly … For Ms. Zwicker, first-hand 

experience with the object was crucial to understanding 

it” (Rossman, 2010, Pg. 6). With Zwicker as a clear 

pioneer of  the experiential necessity of  artists’ books, it 

seems then, a perfect final example for Reed to mention 

the work of  book artist Angela Lorenz, who has authored 

this issue’s final essay, and whose works Reed describes 

as created in a way that “much is left to the energy and 

engagement of  the reader” (Reed, 2010, Pg.34). Surely, 

Zwicker would appreciate such an artist!

Angela Lorenz’s essay Research in the Works provides a 

thorough explanation that satisfies the enigma that is her 

extremely wide variety of  materials and formats, many 

of  which reference though don’t in any way resemble 

books in the traditional binding + paper + words = book 

formula. In fact, I know the conundrum of  her work 

well: Lorenz’s Soap Story (1999), which is literally a box 

containing squares of  soap, was difficult to sell as an 

artist’s book to my thesis advisor, who, frankly found the 

artists’ books concept in general very difficult to grasp, 

having been bereft of  conceptual and contemporary 

art history in his own studies as a medieval manuscript 

scholar. The work has a process that the reader is 

required to go through to fully realise the work, a process 

which can never be undone: the reader is asked to use 

the soap, and as they gradually make it to the end of  

a piece of  soap, they will find a screenprinted linen 

“page” inside each square, which, as a whole, can then 

be read as a story with six linen pages. Unfortunately, 

even though I’ve written on the work, I’ve never fully 

experienced it, instead only ever having seen it with 

white gloves at the Yale Art & Architecture Library 

(with Jae Rossman guiding me through how the work 

functioned). Marcia Reed’s previously quoted dilemma 

involving how readers don’t have ample access to the 

experiences artists’ books, could not be more magnified 

than in a piece that is physically and permanently altered 

as it goes down the drain in its “reading”.

Lorenz’ essay brilliantly manages to explain exactly how 

each of  her intriguing works comes to fruition  - as soaps, 

board games, three-dimensional miniature furniture 

and architectural renderings, a pair of  paper jeans, and 

even s’mores [a marshamallow, chocloate and biscuit 

combination for campfire cooking]. Her goal, she states, 

is essentially to present the kind of  information that is 

not typically found or expected in art and in objects -  

scholarly information. Ask yourself, would a s’more ever 

make you think of  a book? Or the news? Or history? 

Lorenz ‘delight[s] in the mental challenge of  loading 

every element of  the artworks with information’ (Lorenz, 

2010, Pg.35): it is truly her impetus, her driving force. 

It has served as ample fodder for dozens of  works in the 

past decades, and I can only imagine this stimulus will 

continue to carry her through several more decades of  

creating. She is, by her own description, a relentless, 

indefatigable, ever-curious researcher of  the world. 

Simply put, this drive to research informs Lorenz’s works 

and then she, in turn (in both this essay and her artwork), 

informs her reader. This essay makes me (and likely you) 

yearn to see her studio, her collection of  ephemera, her 

notebooks, her bookshelves, her sketches, even her home, 

and to experience all of  her pieces first-hand, even works 

you’ve “seen” before. The essay also serves to illuminate 

her elaborate process of  researching, discovering and 

planning her works’ concept and then reality (materials, 

form, content), which she describes as a careful game 

between wanting to use and at the same time wanting 

to preserve the original source materials she finds.

After researching Lorenz and Soap Story for my Master’s 

thesis, I yearned to watch her work - or, ridiculously, to 

give up everything in the U.S. and be her studio assistant 

in Italy for the rest of  my life - or, at the very least, to 

experience my own set of  Soap Story soaps. Then I read 

this essay, which is so thoroughly autobiographical and 
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vivid that it makes me feel as if  I have been in her studio 

and watched her work. I’m grateful that she took the 

time to create such a vivid portrayal of  her process and 

the reasoning behind her thought-provoking works, and, 

in turn, I’m grateful to Rossman for providing a venue 

for her to bring this essay to life. 

A final judgment and summary of  the jenny-press’ At the 

Turn of  the Centuries: The Influence of  Early 20th Century Book 

Arts on Contemporary Artists’ Books, for those of  you who 

appreciate lists and summaries: 

(1) There is a definite need for a longer, more alive 

explanation of  Tony Zwicker’s life and work because that 

would create an environment where all three of  these 

essays could coexist together a little more reasonably. 

(2) Rather we are left to read each essay as success or 

unsuccessful in the context of  Rossman’s theme as 

expressed on page 7. (3) That being said, Reed’s essay 

shows a very serious intent to work with Rossman’s 

theme of  “how contemporary artists’ books have been 

influenced by early twentieth century artists’ books” 

(Rossman, 2010, 7), and is, without a doubt, the only 

author of  the three essays in this collection to be both 

literal and thoughtful about the full breadth of  the 

theme. She answers the call to duty fully, and produces, 

to me, the most fulfilling essay of  the publication. 

(4) Bury has created in his essay a vivid list of  examples 

of  early and late twentieth century artists’ books, but he 

does little toward comparing or assessing the progress 

of  time’s influence on the medium. (5) Lorenz takes 

you inside a contemporary artist who uses the past as 

inspiration and illuminates her work with knowledge 

of  the history of  the world. Although she doesn’t bring 

up early twentieth century artists’ books (or any artists’ 

books other than her own) she serves as a fine example of  

an intellectual artist who is conscious of  her place in the 

timeline of  the world at large and works hard to interpret 

the world into an experience for her reader/ viewer/ 

performer. 

Joan Stoltman finished her M.S. in Art History at Pratt 

Institute (Brooklyn, NY) in 2008. The thesis process 

really opened her eyes to the struggle for legitimacy 

that artists’ books still have in the art world even in 

the 21st century, as her department struggled to come 

to terms with the medium as an appropriate choice 

for an art historian to research. Though her own 

advisor continually rebuffed to the bitter end any 

acknowledgment that these books were art, she did 

manage to win a few converts among the students and 

faculty. Find her thesis and contact information at 

swatling.net/joan
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